Modeling passive power generation in a temporally-varying temperature environment via thermoelectrics
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Abstract
This paper presents a model to predict the power generation of a thermoelectric generator in a temporally-varying temperature environment. The model employs a thermoelectric plate sandwiched between two different heat exchangers to convert a temporal temperature gradient in the environment to a spatial temperature gradient within the device suitable for thermoelectric power generation. The two heat exchangers are designed such that their temperatures respond to a change in the environment’s temperature at different rates which sets up a temperature differential across the thermoelectric and results in power generation. In this model, radiative and convective heat transfer between the device and its surroundings, and heat flow between the two heat exchangers across the thermoelectric plate are considered. The model is simulated for power generation in Death Valley, CA during the summer using the diurnal variation of air temperature and radiative exchange with the sun and night sky as heat sources and sinks. The optimization of power generation via scaling the device size is discussed. Additional applications of this device are considered.

1. Introduction
Thermoelectric generators are promising for the direct conversion of thermal energy to electrical energy. The efficiency of this conversion is proportional to a dimensionless figure of merit ZT given by $ZT = \frac{\sigma \alpha T}{k}$, where $\sigma$ is the electrical conductivity, $\alpha$ is the Seebeck coefficient, $T$ is the operating temperature, and $k$ is the thermal conductivity. The figure of merit increases with increasing electrical conductivity and decreasing thermal conductivity; however, the thermal conductivity has a lattice contribution and an electronic contribution, which is related to the electrical conductivity by the Wiedemann–Franz law [1]. Thus, ZT is usually below 1, and thermoelectric generators have a low efficiency and are thus generally considered for applications where efficiency is not a priority [2]. Efficiency is not a priority when the cost of operation is small or nonexistent, such as when the source of heat is naturally occurring, as in solar heat [3–6] and gradients in ocean temperatures [7]. Another case when efficiency is not a priority is when the thermal gradient used by the thermoelectric generator is produced as waste heat from another process [8]. There has been extensive analysis of waste-heat recovery using thermoelectric power generators [9] with specific studies on using waste heat in a steam-based power plant [10] and waste heat in automobiles [11].

Most of the studies mentioned above are done by modeling a thermoelectric in a specific application. When analyzing the power output of a thermoelectric module, the material and geometry choice of each part of the device will affect the power output as well as the thermal losses considered. A thermoelectric power generator...
device consists of three major parts: two heat exchangers sandwiching a thermoelectric module. Several studies have investigated the impact of the heat exchanger geometry on power output in a variety of applications [7,12–14]. A thermoelectric module in its simplest form is composed of a p-type doped semiconductor and a n-type doped semiconductor connected electrically in series, mechanically supported by thin ceramic plates. For low temperature operation, bismuth telluride semiconductors are the dominant semiconductors because of their relatively high efficiency. In recent years, advances have been made in other material systems such as systems based on iron alloys where the materials are more abundant, silicon thermoelectrics, and semiconductors with buried semi-metallic nanoparticles [10,15–17]. Additionally, the geometry of the thermoelectric module, such as thin films, cylindrical modules, multiple elements, and multi-stage modules, can affect the power output [18–22]. When modeling the effect of heat exchangers and thermoelectric geometries on power output, the choice of heat transfer mechanisms considered, both internal and external, is important [23,24].

While thermoelectrics are typically used for power generation when the operating costs are low or negligible, optimization studies and cost analysis are valuable to maximize power output and determine the economic feasibility of thermoelectric power generation. Many studies have optimized the power and efficiency of thermoelectric devices [21,25,26] with specific studies for small temperature gradients [27,28] and waste heat applications [29,30]. While the cost of running a thermoelectric power generator is small or negligible in most cases, the cost of materials and manufacturing these devices can limit the commercial feasibility. Several analyses have determined the cost of thermoelectric energy production when material and manufacturing costs have been minimized [8,29–31]. The practicality of thermoelectric power generation is determined by combining these cost and optimization studies.

In this paper, we present a model of a thermoelectric plate sandwiched between two different heat exchangers placed in an environment where the temperature varies temporally with the goal to harvest energy from systems where spatial gradients are not otherwise available. The diurnal ambient temperature variation represents one example of this type of environment. In this system, the heat exchangers are designed such that their temperatures respond to a change in the environment’s temperature at different rates. The difference in the thermal response rates between the two heat exchangers sets up a temperature differential across the thermoelectric, which then can be exploited for power generation. In such a system, it would be possible for the hot and the cold sides of the thermoelectric to switch during the temperature cycle, resulting in a reversal of the direction of heat flow across the thermoelectric. In this case, the device would continue to generate electric power, except that the direction of the DC current flow from the thermoelectric would undergo a concurrent reversal [2].

2. Model description

2.1. System specification

In this numerical analysis, a thermoelectric plate is sandwiched between two different heat exchangers, shown in Fig. 1. The heat exchangers are designed such that one has a large thermal mass (HE1) and the other a small thermal mass (HE2), allowing the temperature of HE1 to remain relatively constant while the temperature of HE2 responds quickly to fluctuations in the environment’s temperature. With these design constraints considered, HE1 is chosen to be a truncated quartz sphere, allowing a flat top for good thermal contact with the thermoelectric device. The thermoelectric device consists of 254 elements in a 16 by 16 array, with two elements removed to allow for electrical contacts. Each element has a length of 3.11 mm corresponding to the thickness of the thermoelectric (see the inset in Fig. 1). The thickness of the thermoelectric was determined based on a fill factor of 1 and the optimization of the power output [27,31].

Thermoelectric elements are generally sandwiched between two ceramic plates for mechanical stability; in this model, we neglect the ceramic plates. The ceramic plates lie at the interface between the heat exchangers and the thermoelectric module. Thus, at any given instant in time, they would reduce the temperature differential across the thermoelectric and reduce the output power at that time. However, by introducing additional thermal resistance, the ceramic plates would help to insulate the two heat exchangers from each other and maintain their temperature differential, extending the time period over which power is produced. Thus, neglecting the ceramic plates leads to a slight overestimation of the power output at any given time, but the time period over which power is produced is somewhat conservative. Since the ceramic plates have much higher thermal conductivity compared to the thermoelectric elements, we believe these effects to be relatively small.

The other side of the thermoelectric device is thermally bonded to HE2. HE2 consists of an array of copper rods configured to maximize heat transfer with the surroundings mounted on a copper plate that spreads the heat from the copper rods laterally over the surface of the thermoelectric, and vice versa. In this setup, HE1 is on the bottom and HE2 is on the top. The material properties for HE1 and HE2 are shown in Table 1 [32–35]. The performance of the thermoelectric power generation is limited by one of the semiconductors, the n- or p-type [20]. This model uses the materials properties of the p-type Bi2Te3 because it performs slightly worse than n-type Bi2Te3, resulting in a conservative power output estimate. P-type Bi2Te3 has a thermal conductivity of 2.06 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$, Seebeck coefficient of 162 $\mu$V K$^{-1}$, and electrical resistivity of 5.5 $\mu$Ω m [18,36].
In this simulation, the device is assumed to be operating during the summer in an environment similar to that of Death Valley, CA. Based on this location, the temperature of the air fluctuates sinusoidally with a maximum of 321 K occurring at 2 p.m. and a minimum of 293 K occurring at 2 a.m. The fluid surrounding the device is assumed to be dry air with constant properties given in Table 2 [37]. It is assumed that the air is moving at a constant velocity of 0.894 m s\(^{-1}\); there is no temperature gradient within the fluid, and any heat transferred from the device to the fluid has a negligible effect on the fluid’s temperature. Due to the small temperature range, it is assumed that the properties of HE1, HE2, the thermoelectric device, and the air do not change with time.

### 2.2. Numerical model

This model considers three modes of heat transfer: convection between the air and HE1 and HE2; heat flow between HE1 and HE2 (across the thermoelectric), and radiation between HE2 and the sun or night sky. Conduction between the device and the earth is neglected by assuming a thermally isolating stand to hold the device above the earth; this stand would make minimal contact with the device resulting in a negligible amount of heat transfer between the stand and the device. Additionally, due to the small contact area, the stand would not inhibit the device’s ability to exchange heat with the air. In some plausible applications, the contact between the device and the environment can be minimized as in the current implementation. In other situations, any physical contact between the device and surrounding material will affect the heat transfer process. Such an effect can be estimated only after the specific material and the exact nature of the contact are known. Our goal here is to present the simplest situation where such contact is minimized.

A lumped-parameter analysis is implemented such that thermal gradients within the solid bodies may be neglected. The Biot number is used to assess the validity of the lumped-parameter analysis. The Biot number is given as Bi = \( hR/k \) where \( h \) is the heat transfer coefficient between the body and the surroundings, \( R \) is the characteristic length scale of the body, and \( k \) is its thermal conductivity. For true lumped-parameter behavior, \( Bi \) must be much less than 1. The Biot number is reported for each simulation in Section 3.

The rate of heat flow is calculated assuming the temperature difference between two time steps (\( dt \)) is insignificant. The time step was selected to be less than \( \tau \), where

\[
\tau = \frac{R^2 \rho C_p}{k MW}\quad (1)
\]

Here, \( R \) is a characteristic length, \( \rho \) is the density, \( C_p \) is the molar heat capacity at constant pressure, \( k \) is the thermal conductivity, and \( MW \) is the molecular weight.

### Table 1

Material properties of HE1 and HE2 [32–35].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity ( \kappa ) (W m(^{-1}) K(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Specific heat ( C_p ) (J mol(^{-1}) K(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Density ( \rho ) (g cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Absorptivity ( a )</th>
<th>Emissivity ( e )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HE1 Quartz</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>2.635</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE2 Copper</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The governing equations of the rate of convective heat transfer between the fluid and the bottom and top heat exchangers, respectively, are

\[
Q_{fb} = h_b A_f (T_f - T_b) \quad (2)
\]

\[
Q_{bt} = n h_f A_f (T_f - T_t) \quad (3)
\]

where \( A_f \) and \( A_t \) are the surface areas of HE1 and each rod in HE2 that is exposed to the fluid, respectively [38,39], and \( n \) is the number of rods in HE2. The heat transfer coefficients for the bottom and top heat exchangers are given by the following equations:

\[
h_b = \frac{Nu_b \kappa_f}{R_b} \quad (4)
\]

\[
h_t = \frac{Nu_t \kappa_f}{R_t} \quad (5)
\]

where \( \kappa_f \) is the thermal conductivity of the air, and \( R_b \) and \( R_t \) are the radii of the sphere and one rod, respectively. The Nusselt numbers are calculated as follows:

\[
Nu_b = 2 + 0.6Re_b^{0.5}Pr_b^{1/3} \quad (6)
\]

\[
Nu_t = \left( 0.376Re_t^{-0.5} + 0.057Re_t^{1/2} \right) Pr_t^{1/3}
+ 0.92 \left( \log \frac{7.4055}{Re_t} + 4.18Re_t \right)^{-1/2} Re_t^{3/2} Pr_t^{1/3} \quad (7)
\]

where the Reynolds numbers are calculated using

\[
Re_b = \frac{V_f R_b}{\nu} \quad (8)
\]

\[
Re_t = \frac{V_f R_t}{\nu} \quad (9)
\]

where \( V_f \) is the air velocity, and \( \nu \) is its kinematic viscosity [38,39].

Radiative heat transfer between the device and its surroundings was considered only for the case of radiative heat transfer from the sun and space to HE2. The rods in HE2 are arranged so they do not shade each other, allowing maximum radiative heat transfer with the sun and space to HE2. The rods in HE2 are arranged so they do not shade each other, allowing maximum radiative heat transfer with the sun and space to HE2. Due to the geometry of the device, it was assumed that HE2 shades the thermoelectric module and HE1 from exposure to the sun and sky preventing radiative interactions. Additional shading can also be provided to eliminate radiative heat transfer between the sun or sky and the thermoelectric module or HE1. It was also assumed that the temperatures of the earth and any nearby objects were close enough to the temperature of the heat exchangers such that radiative heat transfer can be neglected. Sun angle data for Death Valley from a Nautical Almanac during the summer were fitted to a sinusoidal function to determine the radiation between the sun, sky, and HE2 as a function of time [34,39–41]. The radiative flux between the sun and HE2 during the day in kilowatts is given by

### Table 2

Material properties of the air [35].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity ( \kappa ) (W m(^{-1}) K(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Prandtl number ( Pr )</th>
<th>Kinematic viscosity ( \nu ) (m(^{-2}) s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Velocity ( V ) (m s(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry air</td>
<td>0.03003</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>2.056 \times 10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{st}} = n a_t A_{st} \left( C_0 + C_1 \sin \left( \frac{\pi(t + C_2)}{C_3} \right) \right) \]  

(10)

where \( a_t \) and \( A_{st} \) are absorptivity and the area seen by the sun of each rod in HE2 respectively, \( t \) is time measured in seconds from 9:00 a.m. and \( C_0, \ C_p, \ C_2, \) and \( C_3 \) are fitting parameters given in Table 3 based on the angle of the sun as a function of time. \( A_{st} \) is given by

\[ A_{st} = 2 R_l H + \pi R^2 \]  

(11)

where \( R_l \) and \( H \) are the radius and height, respectively, of each rod in HE2. The radiative flux between HE2 and the sky is given by

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{int}} = n A_{nt} \varepsilon I \left( T^4_{nt} - T^4_t \right) \]  

(12)

where \( A_{nt} \) is the area of each rod seen by the night sky, and \( \varepsilon \) is the emissivity of HE2. \( A_{nt} \) is given by

\[ A_{nt} = 2 \pi R_l H + \pi R^2 \]  

(13)

where \( R_l \) and \( H \) are the radius and height, respectively, of each rod in HE2. \( A_{st} \) and \( A_{nt} \) differ because at any instance the sun only sees one side and the top of the rod while all sides and the top of a rod are viewable by the night sky.

The foregoing discussion pertained to heat exchange between the two bodies and their surroundings. Next, we focus on heat transfer from HE1 to HE2. There are two modes of heat transfer between HE1 and HE2: heat flow by conduction across the thermoelectric plate and direct heat flow via radiation. Because the view factor between the two heat exchangers is approximately zero, radiation between HE1 and HE2 is neglected. The rate of heat flow between the heat exchangers and the thermoelectric module is given by summing the rate of heat flows due to conduction, Peltier heat transfer, Joule heating, and the Thomson effect. The rate of heat transfer across the thermoelectric by conduction is

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{cond}} = \frac{(\kappa_e A_e N + \kappa_f (A_m - NA_e)) (T_l - T_b)}{L_e} \]  

(14)

where \( A_e, \ \kappa_e, \) and \( L_e \) are the area, thermal conductivity, and thickness of one thermoelectric element, and \( A_m \) is the area of the entire thermoelectric plate (which is equal to \((N + 2)A_e\) for a fill factor of 1). The Peltier heat flux into and out of HE1 and HE2 are given by Eqs (15) and (16), respectively

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{PeltierHE1}} = NA_e T_b I \]  

(15)

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{PeltierHE2}} = -NA_e T_l I \]  

(16)

where \( \alpha \) is the Seebeck coefficient, and \( T \) is the temperature of the heat exchanger in question at the time of interest. When the external resistance is load-matched to the internal resistance, the current is given by

\[ I = \frac{\alpha (T_l - T_b) A_e}{2 \rho_e} \]  

(17)

where \( T_l - T_b \) is the temperature differential across the thermoelectric plate, and \( \rho \) is the electrical resistivity of the thermoelectric element. Note that when HE2 is warmer than HE1, the current is positive, resulting in the Peltier effect adding heat to HE1 and removing heat from HE2; the reverse is also true. Joule heating within the module is assumed to distribute the heat equally into each heat exchanger. The rate of resistive heating in each heat exchanger is

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{resistive}} = \frac{1}{2} N^2 \rho L_e \]  

(18)

It is important to note that both the Peltier effect and Joule heating are far smaller in magnitude when compared with conduction, convection or radiative heat flow. Thus, these two modes of heat transfer could have been neglected with minimal effect on the power production. The Thomson effect can be neglected because the temperature fluctuations within the device are on the order of only a few degrees, resulting in a negligible change in the Seebeck coefficient [7,14,27].

Assuming that the thermoelectric plate does not store heat, is isolated from the environment, and that the energy removed from the system by electricity is negligible relative to the total energy flow [28], the change in temperature for HE1 is given by

\[ \Delta T_b = \frac{\dot{Q}_{\text{fb}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{cond}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{PeltierHE1}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{resistive}}}{{M_b} \ C_{pb}} \Delta t \]  

(19)

The change in temperature for HE2 during the day and the night, respectively, are

\[ \Delta T_t = \frac{\dot{Q}_{\text{ft}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{int}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{cond}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{PeltierHE2}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{resistive}}}{{M_t} \ C_{pt}} \Delta t \]  

(20)

\[ \Delta T_l = \frac{\dot{Q}_{\text{fl}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{int}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{cond}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{PeltierHE2}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{resistive}}}{{M_l} \ C_{pt}} \Delta t \]  

(21)

where \( M_b \) and \( M_t \) are the masses of HE1 and HE2, respectively. The temperature differential across the thermoelectric plate is equal to \((T_t - T_b)\), assuming that the thermal resistance of the interface between the thermoelectric plate and the heat exchangers is insignificant [7]. Thus, the instantaneous electrical power output is given by

\[ P = \frac{\alpha^2 (T_t - T_b)^2 \ N A_e}{{4 \rho_e} L_e} \]  

(22)

The power density is obtained by dividing the instantaneous power output by the area of the thermoelectric plate.

3. Simulation results and discussion

In the lumped-parameter analysis, Bi << 1 corresponds to a body whose internal temperature is essentially uniform and therefore internal temperature gradients may be ignored. For a spherical body, Bi ≈ 0.1 corresponds to a surface temperature that is within 5% of the center temperature. At larger Biot numbers, the surface of the sphere equilibrates more quickly with the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( C_0 )</th>
<th>( C_1 )</th>
<th>( C_2 )</th>
<th>( C_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0060</td>
<td>1.12537</td>
<td>10,836.19437</td>
<td>43,206.60646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

Fitting parameters for radiative exchange between HE2 and the sun, based on the angle of the sun as a function of time on July 10th, 11th, and 12th [40,41].
surroundings than the center, resulting in a larger difference between the center and the surface temperatures and the lumped-parameter analysis is no longer valid. HE1 is designed to have a large thermal mass, which implies a large size, in order to suppress its rate of response to temporal variations in the temperature of the environment. Bi increases with length scale, hence it is not possible to simultaneously satisfy the requirements for both a large thermal mass and the lumped-parameter limit. In the current design, it is expected that the surface of HE1 equilibrates more rapidly with the surroundings than its center. However, the use of the lumped-parameter analysis in this work forces the center of the sphere to equilibrate with the surroundings as quickly as the surface.

The sizes of HE1, HE2 and the thermoelectric module were selected to obtain the smallest possible Biot number while maintaining a reasonable time step. HE1, the quartz sphere, has a diameter of 22 mm and is truncated at 17.6 mm from the bottom. Each of the four copper rods of HE2 has a diameter of 4.4 mm and a height of 88 mm. Each element of the thermoelectric has a cross-sectional area of 0.96 mm² resulting in a total module area of 245.2 mm². From their characteristic lengths, thermal conductivities, and heat transfer coefficients (Eqs. (3) and (4)), the Biot numbers for HE1 and HE2 are obtained as 0.29 and 0.00036, respectively. A Biot number of 0.29 results in a temperature difference between the center of a sphere and the surface of the sphere of about 15% [42].

Temperature and power output profiles for this geometry are shown in Fig. 2. It is seen in Fig. 2a that the air temperature experiences lower excursions than both HE1 and HE2 due to the radiative heat transfer HE2 experiences, and the consequent heat flow from HE2 to HE1 and vice versa. The temperature difference between HE1 and HE2 in Fig. 2b is just a few degrees. In Fig. 2b, the overshoot in the temperature differential when the temperature gradient is reversed arises from the radiation model used. When then sun sets below the horizon, HE2 instantaneously switches from receiving radiation from the sun to radiating to the night sky; similarly, when the sun rises above the horizon, HE2 instantaneously begins receiving solar radiation instead of emitting radiation. This temperature difference results in a fluctuating power density with a maximum of 1.16 W/m², an average of 0.164 W/m², and a minimum of 0 W/m². This corresponds to a maximum power output of 0.285 mW and an average power output of 0.04 mW, for the size of the thermoelectric selected (245.2 mm²).

Because the hot and cold sides switch once during the diurnal cycle, the temperature differential \((T_t - T_b)\) where \(T_t\) and \(T_b\) are the temperatures of HE2 and HE1, respectively, experiences two zero-crossings during each 24-h period, and so the power production drops to zero at those two time instants. This diurnal cycle can be seen in Fig. 2b, where \((T_t - T_b)\) is positive for half of the day and negative for the other half of the day. During the daylight hours, HE2 receives heat from the sun via radiation, such that \((T_t - T_b) > 0\). During the night, HE2 emits heat to the night sky via radiation, such that \((T_t - T_b) < 0\). The temperature differential between the clear night sky in the desert and HE2 is greater than the temperature differential between the sun and HE2 during daylight hours. As a result, \((T_t - T_b)\) experiences a negative temperature excursion at night that is much larger in magnitude than its positive excursion during the day. The corresponding radiative heat flux scales as the fourth power of the temperature differential between the source and the sink. It is also seen in Fig. 2c that the frequency of the power curve is exactly equal to that of the diurnal temperature variation.

Fig. 3 shows the effect of scaling up the size of the device on the average power density, and the inset shows the effect of size scaling on the average and maximum power. Device size is changed by proportionately changing all length scales including the sphere radius, the size of the thermoelectric module, the radius of the rods, and the lengths of the rods. The thermoelectric module's surface area is chosen as a representative dimension to indicate device size as this approximates the area the device would occupy on the ground. It is seen that the average power density increases rapidly with device size, reaches a maximum for a size of 2.03 m², and declines thereafter. The inset shows that an increase in size results in an increase in the temperature difference across the thermoelectric module and subsequently a larger power. As the device size increases further the thermal mass of HE2 also increases, reducing the temperature variation that the rods experience in response to

![Fig. 2. (a) Temperature profiles for HE1, HE2, and the surrounding fluid; (b) resulting temperature difference \((T_t - T_b)\) across the thermoelectric; (c) instantaneous and time-averaged power density generated by the thermoelectric device.](image-url)
the changing environment temperature. This effectively restricts the temperature difference across the thermoelectric module, and thus restricts the amount of power generated. As a result, the power out plateaus beyond 2 m$^2$, and the power density peaks at approximately 0.46 W/m$^2$. It should be noted that although the lumped-parameter analysis may not be valid for larger device sizes, this only creates a temperature variation within HE1. This slightly affects the magnitude of the change in average power density with size, but the trend in the variation still holds. Additional optimization such as scaling the sizes of HE1 and HE2 independently, changing material type, and considering other thermoelectric module and heat exchanger geometries could result in a higher power density.

From these simulations, it is clear that using thermoelectrics in a thermally time-dependent environment produces relatively small amounts of power. Moreover, the power output is not steady. However, both shortcomings can be overcome by wiring several of these devices together and using recent advancements in power switching and electrical storage systems, leading to devices that could prove useful for remote power applications such as sensors and communication devices. Future experimental tests will be performed to validate these simulations, but this experimental work is beyond the scope of this paper.

Initial estimates suggest that the cost of materials to build these devices is less than $10. While other technologies certainly exist for larger-scale and less-expensive power generation for many applications, we believe that this approach is particularly useful when other power sources are not possible or reliable. In the proposed desert application, this approach offers the advantage over solar photovoltaics of greater mechanical robustness, immunity to coverage by dust storms, and nighttime generation. Miniaturized, portable versions of these devices could be designed to power sensors on passive robots probing remote environments and tracking beacons for shore birds, fish, and other wildlife whose movements cause temporal temperature changes. While Fig. 3 shows that smaller sizes produce less power, we can optimize other design features to generate more power for small devices. For example, increasing either the surface area-to-volume ratio of HE2 via surface roughening, or adding thermal insulation to HE1 would increase the amount of power generated for a fixed device size. In addition to optimizing for the geometry and materials for a given size, one must also consider the rate at which the fluid changes temperature. A device operating on the concepts presented here could be designed to exploit the temperature fluctuations in the human bloodstream to power sensors for health monitoring or mechanisms for targeted drug delivery by considering exotic materials and suitable geometries that generate an adequate temperature gradient from thermal variations occurring on a faster time scale.

4. Conclusions

A model for a thermoelectric power generator in a temporally-varying temperature environment was developed. A heat transfer model was constructed that considers the time-dependent convective and radiative heat exchange between the environment and the device. The device employs two heat exchangers, each made of different materials and having a different geometry, such that a temporal temperature gradient in the environment can be converted into a spatial temperature gradient within the device. It was shown that the generated spatial temperature gradient is suitable for power generation. The power generation is proportional to the spatial temperature gradient, which is dependent on heat exchanger geometry, material, and the environment’s time-varying temperature profile. The power output of the device undergoes significant temporal fluctuations as dictated by the corresponding temperature fluctuations in the environment. We demonstrated that for the diurnal temperature variation in Death Valley, CA during the summer, an average power density of approximately 0.46 W/m$^2$ is possible for a thermoelectric device with a size of 2.45 cm$^2$. A scaling study on the device size indicates that there exists an optimal size for which the power density is maximized. The results presented here confirm that thermoelectric power generation in a temporally-varying temperature environment is a reliable power source for remote power applications.
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